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ABSTRACT 

DRAGON is a deterministic code for neutron transport and, more generally, for 

nuclear reactor simulation. It is completely open-source from the processing of 

nuclear data evaluations to the simulation of full cores, and therefore without 

equivalent in the open world. It is powerful, fast and versatile. However, this 

flexibility comes at a price: it is an expert code, and its use requires constant 

learning of the underlying methods. The proposed PyDrag software is a 

complementary tool, facilitating its use to cover a rather common need: the 

simulation of pressurized water reactors. Its simplicity derives from the use of 

the Python language and also a pursuit of the highest minimalism in the interface 

offered to the user: a simple case can be described in less than 30 lines, based 

on information directly available in typical industrial or scientific 

documentation. Potential users are in fields related to nuclear reactor physics, 

encouraging interdisciplinarity: nuclear data, fuel cycle and reactor physics 

experts and analysts (fuel, thermal-hydraulics), etc. Like DRAGON, PyDrag is 

open source and available today. 

1. INTRODUCTION: DRAGON, A CODE WITH MANY ADVANTAGES AND 

CORRESPONDING DRAWBACKS 

DRAGON [1,2], continuously developed at École Polytechnique de Montréal since 1981 [3], is 

a deterministic code for nuclear reactor simulation with many advantages. 

1) It delivers state-of-the-art methods [1]. Self-shielding can be treated with equivalence 

in dilution or subgroups methods that can be supplied with many different types of 

probability tables or, since recently, with resonance spectrum expansion method. 

Neutron transport can be solved with Pij, SN or MoC methods. Leakage models, on top 

of providing a realistic spectrum in infinite geometries, allows to determine the diffusion 

coefficient respecting formal equivalence between transport and diffusion. Finally, 

depletion is treated through a combination of a high order Bateman solver and a 

saturation model for short-lived isotopes. 

2) Being deterministic, DRAGON is a fast code, offering low computation times (an example 

will be given in section 3) even for relatively complex cases. This is useful for 

evaluating the difference between two similar situations, where similar deterministic 

bias can be expected and will cancel out in differences. It turns out to be a very common 

question: rather than evaluating an absolute result, it is common to wonder whether this 

or that aspect is important (such as cladding temperature, grain size in MOX fuel, 

changing the nuclear data evaluation, etc.). The closer the two situations are, the more 

difficult and costly it is to obtain the answer in Monte-Carlo (due to statistical 

uncertainties) and even more in full core, coupled or transient calculations. For a 
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deterministic code, on the other hand, its deterministic bias can be expected to be even 

more similar for closer situations, therefore gaining precision in computing the 

differences. For example, negligible effects can be quickly identified and excluded from 

investigation scopes, where a Monte-Carlo code user will live on with doubts (within 

the statistical uncertainties). From a safety perspective, it is important to quickly 

distinguish the significant and insignificant effects (with a low cost for additional 

questioning) in order to focus and further investigate on the important ones, if necessary 

with reference tools. 

3) DRAGON is an open-source software, down to the nuclear data pipeline that feeds it [4]. 

Therefore, we are offered the freedom to study the source code, modify it for a specific 

need and even redistribute it. It allows sharing without legal barriers, enabling smooth 

international collaboration (for example, within the JEFF community, often hindered by 

legal restrictions on various codes). To our knowledge, DRAGON is the world’s only full-

featured open-source deterministic lattice code. In particular, it can handle the difficult 

self-shielding problem and can therefore cover the full range from nuclear data to full 

core diffusion. 

4) DRAGON is as versatile and flexible as a deterministic code can be. This ambition of 

universality, present from its very inception, allows its users to address a wide range of 

cases, such as PWR, PHWR, VVER, FBR (sodium, lead, ...), HTR (including TRISO 

particles), molten salts, etc. BWR-specific functionalities are currently under 

development. 

But this versatility and flexibility, which stems from a high degree of modularity, comes at a 

price and with drawbacks corresponding to these advantages. As pointed out by its developers, 

DRAGON is composed of “collections of independent computational modules that can be linked 

together […]. The drawback of this approach is that users need to learn the capability to build 

their own computational schemes to use the code. This requires much more know-how than 

using competing codes such as CASMO.” [3] 

For example, its user must learn [5] and know which self-shielding method is most suitable and, 

depending on that choice, which probability tables should be selected, know what’s a slowing 

down model, how to cylindrize cells and its corresponding boundary approximation, select the 

normalization of Pij matrices, the order of anisotropy between cells, the leakage model, the 

depletion solver options, a wide variety of discretizations, etc. Therefore, a level of expertise 

akin to that of a developer is required. 

Also, being an expert code or rather toolbox (in a manner similar to Geant4’s toolbox), long 

debates ensue between users, on this or that approximation or discretization, to reach a 

consensus on the relevance of better precision at a higher cost (due to engineering time or to 

calculation time required for an improvement). Conversely, on a more closed code (with strong 

or unchangeable defaults), such debates cannot take place, which is also both an advantage and 

a drawback, depending on the circumstances. 

Flexibility and modularity also ineluctably imply that input data are presented in a mixed form, 

where each module can receive both: 

- nuclear and technological data relating to the case and 

- modelling choices (methods, approximations, discretizations, etc.). 
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This is easy to manage for a numerical benchmark, simple in geometry and composition, for 

one single nuclear data evaluation. However, it is much more complicated for more realistic 

assemblies, while coping with any nuclear data evaluation (different isotopes availability, etc.). 

For realistic cases, the input data becomes much longer (thousands or tens of thousands of lines, 

constantly alternating between data and choices of methods) and thus complicated to modify 

and to adapt to another case. Of course, this is partly due to the complexity of real reactors (as 

opposed to simplified numerical benchmarks) and to the variability of nuclear data. Monte-

Carlo users also suffer from such complexities, albeit less, as they do not have to manage self-

shielding of isotopes according to their existence in a nuclear data evaluation (such as elemental 

zirconium and/or its isotopic breakdown). 

Finally, this flexibility also implies the use of a programming language, to provide instructions. 

In the case of DRAGON, this language is CLE-2000, developed specifically for such needs. It is 

a complete language, including the declaration of typed variables, conditional branching, loops, 

etc. The DRAGON user cannot therefore escape learning a specific language, with all its specific 

features, of which reverse Polish notation is the most emblematic example. 

2. PRINCIPLES BEHIND PYDRAG INCEPTION 

PyDrag is a Python 3 overlay, a wrapper around DRAGON‘s Fortran, simplifying its use and 

improving accessibility, while maintaining Fortran’s speed and incidentally keep its massive 

historic codebase (i.e. not spending one or two decades rewriting it). OpenMC [6] and 

TRIPOLI-5 [7] have a similar approach: a C++ core for speed and a Python interface for easy, 

efficient usage. The combination of Serpent [8] and SerpentTools [9] also allows a somewhat 

similar experience. The visible consensus and ubiquity of Python comes from its ease of access, 

offered by its proximity to natural language through many English keywords, together with a 

simple syntax and a dynamic typing. 

PyDrag provides a highly desirable separation between methods and data: 

(1) Choices of deterministic methods (along with approximations and discretizations) are 

built in PyDrag, on a first side. 

(2) On a second side, technological data (related to the case) can be copied exactly as 

written in reference documents (whether industrial or scientific). The verbatim aspect 

simplifies error checking, since no intermediate steps are required. Without such 

dispositions, users are forced to perform intermediate calculations (such as an isotopic 

composition spreadsheet) that rarely accompany the dataset itself, at least not in the 

same file. Comments may help, but since they are not interpreted by the code, they may 

also be outdated and therefore even more misleading. The information ends up being 

lost, and the next user no longer has the intermediate step, casting unbridgeable doubt 

and reducing its reusability, since the initial data can no longer be seen and changed. 

For instance, users of traditional Monte-Carlo codes often encounter this type of 

difficulty. 

(3) Finally, and on a third side, nuclear data can be managed in a single line, pointing to the 

desired nuclear data evaluation. In the same spirit as the first point above (1), PyDrag 

includes rules to relieve the user by coping with the inherent variability of nuclear data 

evaluations. 
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PyDrag is intended to provide a single, fixed and unchangeable calculation scheme (see 

Ref. [10] for details), in a somewhat similar fashion to CASMO [11]. Here however, users 

wanting more have the freedom to dig into PyDrag’s codebase, or use DRAGON directly for 

utmost flexibility. 

Remarkably, many technological data are of little significance or vary only slightly. Like 

CASMO [11], PyDrag provides reasonable default values for natural abundances, primary circuit 

pressure, power density, default structural materials (densities and mass percent compositions 

of stainless steel 304, Inconel 718, Zircalloy 4, M5 alloy, AIC, B4C, hafnium, air...). Such 

defaults help the user to focus on the main parameters, which are enrichment in uranium 235, 

fuel density, burnable poisons, radii, pitches, pin layout, temperatures and boron concentration. 

By default, water density is computed from its temperature and pressure, using water tables 

included in DRAGON through implementation of the IAPWS-IF97 industrial standard. Of course, 

if available, the user may overload any default data, since they are case-specific. 

PyDrag benefits from the extensive IRSN experience with DRAGON, including: 

- code-to-code comparisons with APOLLO2 and CASMO5 over many cycles of numerous 

fuel managements, both at assembly and full core scale, including for example 

gadolinium and MOX fuel [12,13,14], 

- code-to-code comparisons with SERPENT, also at assembly and full core scale [15], 

- comparisons to experimental measurements of boron critical concentrations, isothermal 

coefficients, control rods worths, detector responses and power distributions that were 

performed on BEAVRS [16], Tihange-1, Almaraz-2, Bugey-2, Fessenheim-1 and 2 [15], 

- non-regression testing, continuously covering absence of changes for more than a 

decade on all above cases. 

PyGan interface [17], linking Python and CLE-2000, is extensively used to control DRAGON’s 

execution. PyDrag’s code is relatively short and of a maintainable size: currently 4000 lines of 

Python code. For comparison, an equivalent dataset written purely in CLE-2000 language, 

covering the same usages and cases, is about 18 000 lines long. 

The main current limit is its restriction to standard PWRs. Such a restriction is the obvious price 

of simplification. VVERs could be supported (at least partially) in a not-too-distant future1. 

Finally, all these advantages come with a drawback when it comes to education: because 

PyDrag is simple, users do not need to learn and understand reactor physics subtleties or the 

arcane world of nuclear data, although that accessible first approach may encourage them on 

that path. 

3. A SIMPLE PYDRAG USE EXAMPLE 

To illustrate its simplicity, a practical example is shown on Figure 1. 

In line 4, nuclear data library is provided in a format supported by DRAGON [1], such as Draglib 

format [18,4]. The number of energy groups can be arbitrary: PyDrag will automatically adapt 

the self-shielding model accordingly to achieve satisfactory results. For production calculation, 

 
1 Both to provide help for the safety of facilities in Eastern Europe [19] and also to inform European populations 

in the event of radionuclide dispersion between Central Europe and the Ural Mountains [20,21,22,23]. 
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we currently recommend 295 neutron energy groups [24] and JEFF-3.1.1 nuclear data 

evaluation [25], which is a conservative choice. 

In lines 5 to 9, important material properties are defined, such as fuel density and enrichment, 

water boron concentrations and temperatures. These can be in Celsius, Kelvin or Fahrenheit, 

the latter being supported due to its presence in numerous references coming from the USA, 

where PWR technology was born. 

One advantage of Python can be seen in line 5: the user can directly provide an operation instead 

of a result. 

Then, pins are described, alternating materials (as predefined) and radii (in centimeters). In 

line 11, UO2 fuel occupies the center up to a radius of 0.4096 cm, enveloped by Zircalloy-4 up 

to 0.47 cm. Finally, pins are indeed surrounded (implicitly) by borated water. 

 

Figure 1: Application case example of PyDrag [26]. 

These Fuel (F) pins and Tubes (T) are then used to build an assembly, using a pin layout 

specified here in lines 13 to 21. An assembly can be described as an eighth (default and most 

common case, like here), a quarter or in full, which are useful options for asymmetric 

assemblies [27]. To complete the geometry, pin and assembly pitches are given on lines 23 and 

24, implying a thin layer of borated water surrounding the assembly. 

The calculation itself is triggered on a single line (here, 26), in that case depleting the assembly 

up until its end of life (by default, 72 000 MW · d · t-1
initial heavy metal). The calculation time for this 
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example is two minutes on a standard computer (with a CPU such as Intel® Xeon® E5-2667, 

clocked at 2.90 GHz). 

The purest possible simplicity and even minimalism is achieved here. Not a single piece of 

information nor a single line could be discarded without greatly affecting the results. 

The last line, plotting the results with Matplotlib and producing Figure 2, illustrates the 

advantages of interfacing with Python: all its power and diversity are at fingertips, connecting 

a wide range of communities with Python as glue. To give another example, PyDrag calls can 

be included in an interactive Jupyter Notebook, for easy reworking of outputs or plots without 

having to run the calculations again. 

 

Figure 2: Example of an infinite multiplication factor (k∞) curve obtained from PyDrag. 

Beyond this minimal working example, other important features include grid modelling (axially 

diluted in water, around pins), thermal expansion (activated by default) and depletion data input 

(core total power, active height and number of fuel assemblies). More details are available in 

PyDrag’s documentation [26] which is provided through web pages, in line with modern 

standards. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

PyDrag is an open-source [26], easy-to-use tool dedicated to nuclear reactor modeling. It 

leverages the power of Python and DRAGON to deliver an optimized experience to non-expert 

users. PyDrag and DRAGON are complementary tools, aiming different applications and 

specialists: as illustrated in Table 1, the first is dedicated to ease of use, while the latter offers 

greater flexibility. 
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Table 1: Recommendations for choosing most adapted tool, 

between PyDrag and DRAGON. 

Is my case a standard PWR? Yes No 

Do I want to build and experiment my own calculation 

scheme, with all the benefits and risks included? 
No Yes 

Do I want to learn the different ways of computing 

probability tables for self-shielding models and its 

consequences? Learn what are Gelbard and Helios 

normalizations? Selecting cell cylindrization? Etc. 

No Yes 

Do I want to understand and deal with the specificities 

of each nuclear data evaluation? 
No Yes 

How do I want to provide the materials’ definition? 
Material density 

[g · cm-3] 

Atomic concentration 

[at · b-1 · cm-1] 

You should rather use… PyDrag DRAGON 
 

Future perspectives include: 

• to provide more examples for retrieving data already computed such as reaction rates 

(for various isotopes, energies, volumes…), neutron flux, homogenized and condensed 

cross sections, diffusion coefficients, spent fuel composition, decay heat, etc., 

• to extend validation with interpretation of post-irradiation experiments (in particular, 

comparisons to radiochemical analysis of spent fuel compositions [28]) and more 

comparisons to reactor physics measurements available in open data such as boron 

critical concentrations, detector responses, reactivity coefficients, etc. (see Table 2), 

Table 2: Reactor physics measurements available as open data. 

Type Reactor 

Number 

of 

cycles 

Total Ref. Comments 

PWR 

Tihange-1 1 

16 

[29,30] 157 assemblies, 15×15 pin layout 

Fessenheim-2 1 [31,32] Identical specifications between both, 

157 assemblies, 17×17 pin layout Almaraz-2 2 [33] 

Turkey Point-3 3 [34] Identical specifications between both, 

157 assemblies, 15×15 pin layout Surry-1 3 [35] 

Three Miles Island-1 2 [36,37] 
177 assemblies, 15×15 pin layout 

“Cycle 2 poor quality data” [38,39,40] 

Zion-2 2 [41] 193 assemblies, 15×15 pin layout 

BEAVRS (Catawba) 2 [42] 
193 assemblies, 17×17 pin layout 

Large power tilt at first start-up 

VVER 

X2 (Khmelnitski-2) 4 

13 

[43,44,45] 

Kozloduy-2 3 

 [46] Kalinin-1 3 
Identical specifications between both 

Kozloduy-5 3 

BWR 

Monticello 3 

8 

[47] 

Peach Bottom-2 2 [48] 

Quad Cities-1 3 [49,50] 

Total 37 
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• to implement automatic comparison functions with OpenMC [6] that could be 

dynamically launched on the case under consideration (useful only when 

computationally feasible) for validation of detailed reaction rates [51], which require a 

full consistency [4] between Draglib multigroup libraries [4] and HDF5 OpenMC 

libraries [6], 

• to add modelling of the radial and axial reflectors, 

• to add full core calculations with DONJON code [2], 

• to add the functionality to perform dynamic calls to PyNjoy2016 [4] from PyDrag, 

allowing to provide directly a complete set of files in ENDF-6 format instead of a 

multigroup Draglib (in line 4 of Figure 1 ; similar functionality exists in OpenMC [6]), 

in order to facilitate its use by the nuclear data community and enable validation with 

experimental data (see Ref. [28] and Table 2) as early as possible during the nuclear 

data evaluation process, 

• to add automatic propagation of nuclear data uncertainties [10] through randomly 

sampled nuclear data [4], 

• to prepare a PyPI package for an even easier installation. 
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